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Teenagers train for dreams
By Yang Feng, Yang Xingci & Ma Wanyong

Fly to Space·Fly to Beijing

It is the dog days of
summer, but it has never stopped
some young players training in
Wuhan. Those teenagers, pursuing
their dreams, are resolute in their
training, despite the streaming
sweat in the sunshine.

Handball girls train for
glory of Hubei
Catching, dribbling, passing, and
shooting, the women's handball team
of the Simeitang Middle School,
Wuchang District, played at 9 a.m. on
July 30. The girls were immersed in
their training, almost unaware of the
sweat from their wet hair and forehead
running down their jerseys. They were
preparing for the National Youth and
Children's Handball Traditional Schools'
Championship that will be held in
August. As the only team from Hubei
Province to attend the competition,
they said they would win glory for
Hubei.
The 13 members will train for four
hours every day, from 8:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. and from 5:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. Xiao Shuo, director of the
school's Political Education Office, said
some members could not attend
training due to knee injuries, but they
still came to the playground to learn
sports strategies and tactics.
"For me, the sport of handball not
only helps me to have a team spirit
but also empowers me to learn more,"
one of the team members, Fu Siyi
said. In addition to completing the
training every day, she has to complete
her summer homework as planned. For
her, every summer day has been full
and satisfying.

Basketball team members of Huangpijie Primary School
train for the "China Mini Basketball" Southern China Finals.
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Yulong Primary School's girl football players in training
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In preparation for the 2019 "Fly to
Space·Fly to Beijing" 21st National Youth
Aerospace Model Education Competition
finals, teenagers from Wuhan No.3
Boarding School persisted in flight training
at the school playground during the past
few days. In the scorching summer, none
of them were discouraged by repeated
failures, and all were delighted to work
hard for their flying dreams.
Every day from 9 a.m. to
12 p.m., Hou Yuchen, Liang mouyi,
Wang Xiangyu and Wang Xinyu, members
of the team operate and fly remotecontrolled KT board airplanes on the
playground. They make and debug these
airplanes in the laboratory from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m., and do outdoor flight training
from 5 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. They always conclude the
training at 8 p.m.
The main material of the remotecontrolled aircraft is KT board, equipped
with an electric motor and a battery. All
of them are assembled by the teenagers
themselves.
"After the final exams, their training
has has continued as usual. They trained
hard to deal with various emergencies.
These children are very passionate and
persistent about flying." Ye Yan, a science
and technology counselor at the school
said that they could only have a fiveminute break while the aircraft's battery is
charging.
In the Hubei Provincial Aerospace
Model Championship, which ended on
July 6, the four teenagers won two gold
medals and a bronze medal, which was a
good result for the teenage group. In
early August, they will go to the national
finals in Yinchuan, the Ningxia Hui
Autonomous Region.

'Playing football, how can you not sweat?'
At 9 a.m., on the morning
of July 30, 80 to 90 teenagers,
wearing blue training jerseys, ran
onto the field at the football
stadium of the Tazihu Sports
Center in Houhu, Jiang'an
District. This is the start of their
normal routine during the
summer vacation.
Practicing their warm-up
training, technical training,

match-ups, these children of
around 10 years' old were
running and jumping under the
guidance of their coaches.
When asked if they could
bear the training and the hot
weather, they laughed and said:
"It's too hot indeed, but playing
football, how can you not sweat?"
At 11 a.m., the training
came to an end. Huo Fanghu,

head of the Chinese coaching
team of the U10 team of
Wuhan Shangwen Youth
Training, said, "It's too hot
these days in Wuhan. However,
as the saying goes, we should
keep exercising in the coldest
days in winter and in the hottest
days in summer. We have to do
more if we want to become
professional football players."

Young football players at the Tazihu Sports
Center
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